Desso GrassMaster
A perfect pitch. Anytime. Anywhere.

A perfect pitch. Anytime. Anywhere.
Desso GrassMaster hybrid natural grass is a system that
strengthens natural turf and ensures an even and stable
surface. The system has more than proven itself at Premier
League, Top level Rugby and NFL clubs, multifunctional
stadiums and renowned events such as the Olympics,
FIFA World Cup, Rugby World Cup, UEFA European
Championships, etc. The playing quality is the preferred
choice of top players around the world. Stadium managers
choose the system that will give them the highest ROI for
their stadium. It is the elite grass system for sports and
events of the highest level.

Combine nature and technology
	100% natural grass pitch
	20 million artificial grass fibres:
• d esigned in-house
• injected by computer controlled machines
• 18 cm deep, 2 cm above surface,
in a grid of 2x2 cm
• no visual or perceptible effect
	ingenuity of the system: below the surface
• n atural grass roots entwine with artificial
fibres and grow deeper and wider

P itch design
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Desso GrassMaster

together with hybrid grass specialist, local 		
grass expert, external advisor, club owner, 		
trained installer, groundsmen, etc.
the perfect pitch = team work

Benefits of hybrid grass
Busy stadium calendars, state-of-the-art training facilities,
successful tournaments in a limited time frame, etc. All
start from the perfect playing surface: a strong natural grass
pitch with outstanding playing qualities that need a standard programme of maintenance and can be used intensively
under all circumstances. With Desso GrassMaster such a
surface is always ensured.

Playing quality of natural grass
	always even and stable pitch without divots,
puddles or mud pools

Stronger grass pitch with optimal drainage
	natural grass develops roots deeper and wider,
and are anchored more strongly. They also
recover faster
better drainage thanks to sand build-up and
vertical artificial turf injection

At least 3 x more playability
		

up to 1000 playing hours per year, suited in all 		
climates and all weather conditions

Fast return on investment
	training, matches, events, multiple sports and
teams on the same surface all year round

Ensured legacy
	sustainable system: life span of your pitch
increases by many years
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The high-tech choice of premier stadiums
Stadiums nowadays have a more closed design, which hinders the growth of natural grass because of limited airflow
and sunlight. Venues also have to make their capital work by
combining various sports on the same surface all year round.
With Desso GrassMaster a perfect stadium pitch is always
ensured.
Desso GrassMaster fibres protect natural grass roots
quick recovery between moments of play
no divots or loose sods, perfect pitch in goal areas 		
and central playing axis
suited in all climates and weather conditions

Desso GrassMaster reinforces natural
grass, protects the fibre and above all fulfils
the high demands of our players.
John Beattie, Stadium Manager Emirates Stadium (Arsenal FC)
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The champion in training facilities
Playing and training on the same surface gives a team an
important strategic advantage. Players get to know ‘their’
surface and the best conditions encourage high-quality football. Moreover training centres increasingly have to combine
training sessions of multiple teams and sports throughout
the year on one pitch. Desso GrassMaster can handle such a
schedule perfectly.
same playing characteristics as natural grass
exact copy of match conditions
save space: 1 Desso GrassMaster pitch =
3 natural grass surfaces
up to 1000 playing hours / season

Training and playing on the same surface
is a plus for the team. The team makes good
use of that consistency to bring high-quality,
technical football.”
Wijnand Vermeulen, Stadium Manager AZ Alkmaar
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The proven system for top-level tournaments
Hosting a high-level tournament requires a perfectly level
surface with optimal playing characteristics. In a very narrow time frame the grass has to withstand quite heavy use.
Desso GrassMaster offers an optimal surface during the entire tournament, with a legacy that is guaranteed.
perfect playing conditions before, during and
after tournament
no loss of quality as tournament progresses
excellent drainage capacities
ensured legacy after tournament
World-renowned tournaments on hybrid grass:
FIFA World Cup, Olympics, UEFA European
Championships, Rugby World Cup, Super Bowl, etc.

I can honestly say that the pitch turned
out to be one of the best, if not the best one we
had. The stability was amazing.
Derek Blanckensee of the 2010 FIFA World CupTM
Organising Committee
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The master in multi-functionality
Investments in sports facilities must be profitable. Stadium
operators increasingly swear by the multifunctional potential
of the sports arena: events, concerts, tournaments, training
sessions, etc. The venue must be able to host it all. Desso
GrassMaster allows for perfect playing conditions in a busy,
cost-effective venue.
faster recovery thanks to reinforced root zone
easy swap between sports and events
3 x more playing capacity than regular grass
long-term return on investment

Combine sports:
...

Our Desso GrassMaster-field is
perfectly able to handle the incredibly busy
schedule of 2 to 3 sports clubs, concerts and
all kinds of events. It is truly a
grass miracle!”
Ross Kurcab, Turf Manager Denver Broncos
Football Club & Certified Sport Field Manager
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A selection of our more than 450 Desso GrassMaster references

Stadiums
Arsenal FC Emirates Stadium,
UK

Manchester City FC,
UK

Newlands Rugby Stadium,
South Africa

VfL Wolfsburg,
Germany

AZ Alkmaar,
the Netherlands

Arsenal FC,
UK

Green Bay Packers,
USA

Santos FC,
Brazil

St. George’s Park, national training
academy, UK

Feyenoord,
the Netherlands

Wembley Stadium ,
UK

Soccer City,
South Africa

San Siro Stadium,
Italy

Denver Broncos,
Mile High Stadium, USA

Moses Mabhida Stadium,
South Africa

2010 FIFA World Cup,
South Africa

EURO 2012,
Ukraine

2011 Rugby World Cup,
New Zealand

London 2012,
UK

Portugal 2004

Training

Multifunctional

Tournaments
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info@dessosports.com I www.dessograssmaster.com

